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Open Space meeting July 4th 2021 10.40-11.45am 
An affirmation of the two open space tools was shared: Holy Wondering and Respectful Listening. 

Jamee opened the space in prayer. 

Attendees: Kathy, Kristine, Fleur, Julie & Ray, Mary, Julie, Viki, Chris, Vanessa, Leonie, Jamee. 

The previous meetings areas for suggested exploration was shared in the chat for people to take up if 

called: 

10:47:30 From Rev’d Jamee to Everyone:  

For exploring on 4th July: 

Bereavement ministry (maybe a form of community outreach for those who can’t attend funerals – we 

can offer memorial spaces online) to be high on the list for exploring next meeting. 

Retreats and meditation groups – high on the list for exploring next meeting.  

Outreach beyond the invitation - Suggested as an ongoing reflection for us to discern how we outreach 

beyond ourselves into community as HHO.        

Prayer chain ministry. 

Could we invite external community involvement in the practice of gratitude as outreach? (Gratitude 

wall for posting – how could be manage this safely?) 

Nurturing Relationships 
Fleur wondered about how we can work on forming more connection as a community and create 

opportunity for prayerful companionship. We then wondered together about how we can nurture 

relationships as a community and give more energy and intention to our Hermitage Care Group (HCG) 

Ministry with the following ideas. 

 Sharing more about the HCG in today’s send-out was affirmed. 

 HCG leader Viki will check in with those signed up specifically to see if more connection with 

others can be made.  

 Chris affirmed that the HCG space has been life-giving and provides space to request prayer and 

encouragement for one another. 

 Rev’d Jamee offers pastoral care to members of community and this could be communicated as 

part of the priestly vocation for HHO to be aware of. 

 Some more Zoom chat function education could be good to make members aware of how they 

could connect with others through direct messaging – but with safety in mind – not sharing 

contact information over Zoom. If members would like to share details they will do it by 

emailing Rev’d Jamee so that they can be connected safely. 

 Viki suggested a ‘Buddy Sunday’ theme could offer more opportunity for informal friendships 

and connections to form outside of worship, seasonal studies and hermitage care groups. To be 

explored for some time when there is not an overt theme to worship. 
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Mediation and contemplation 
Leonie wondered about growing our meditation and contemplative focus. We then wondered together 

about how we could go about growing this with the following points: 

 We could partner with other existing meditation groups to offer to our community. Leonie has 

two she is involved with and will approach them about exploring partnership with us.  

 In honour of St Benedict we could issue a community wide invitation to share meditation 

resources and other connections to pool together. This can be done in the Friday send-out this 

week.  

Outreach 
The following wonderings were offered as we considered how to outreach and extend the invitation to 

community: 

 Open Day – could we have an Open Day experience for people to ask questions about the model 

of ministry and platform we share? We would need to exhibit caution to offer this sensitively, 

maybe beginning with an invite to Brisbane parishes, before extending further afield.  

 How can we better share our posters and flyers, rather than just relying on community members 

to distribute them? Kathy has capacity to print, cut and deliver them where they could be of 

use. Could we partner with the Cathedral in this a bit further? Could we encourage us of it in 

social media as well. 

 Facebook page – Fleur, Julie, Julie and Kathy are willing to be administrators on a HHO Facebook 

page. The page would share who and what we are, and some posts about events and Holy 

Hermits. We all agreed this would need to be done intentionally with safety in mind so deferred 

deliberation to the Leadership group to come up with some methods and policies, then to link 

up volunteers in an email thread to work on it further.   

Closing wonderings briefly touched on 
 Julie: Presence at upcoming synod 

 Leonie: Finances 

Both wonderings will be offered to the next Open Space Meeting to be held on the 22nd of August at 

10.30am 

Meeting was closed in prayer by Jamee. 
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Chat record of meeting: 

10:53:54 From  Julie  to  Everyone : I would like to connect, please 

10:54:45 From  Rev'd Jamee  to  Everyone : Of course Julie - here is the page for sign up: 

https://holyhermits.com.au/ministries/hermitage-care-groups--5 

10:55:08 From  Kathy  to  Everyone : While I'm aware of the hermitage care groups, I've not yet joined, 

simply because I don't want an unexpected contact via phone or text at times that may be inconvenient 

to me. And I really don't know how to respond to emails a lot of the time. 

As for sending an email asking if someone needs support, or asking for help - I freeze, it's something my 

brain can not work out how to do. 

So yes, while I'd like support at times, and I'd like to offer support to others, I am really unsure how to 

participate. 

10:55:45 From  Fleur to  Everyone : Thanks everyone! 

11:00:12 From  Viki, Phil and Wiggles  to  Everyone : I wonder if we could offer a 'buddy' system - maybe 

have a 'buddy' Sunday where it gets promoted 

11:10:19 From  Julie  to  Everyone : Deep breathing and prayer to start with . 

11:11:56 From  Fleur to  Everyone : I prefer meditating on Scripture. 

11:13:30 From  Kathy  to  Everyone : thank you 

11:17:09 From  Fleur to  Everyone : I have used the Russ Harris meditations in my work 

11:20:39 From  Kristine  to  Everyone : I teach meditation to my classes. We meditate as a class, up three 

times a week 

11:21:11 From  Leonie on Kombumerri country  to  Everyone : Beautiful to hear Kristine 

11:22:08 From  Leonie on Kombumerri country  to  Everyone : The World Wide Community of Christian 

meditation is founded by Benedicts 

11:23:02 From  Leonie on Kombumerri country  to  Everyone : Kath Houston takes meditation to the 

Catholic schools in Brisband 

11:28:41 From  Julie  to  Everyone : Did we not have some flyers available on the web/website? 

11:29:26 From  Rev'd Jamee  to  Everyone : Flyer: 

https://dq5pwpg1q8ru0.cloudfront.net/2021/01/23/17/56/01/ac392f17-38d2-4e60-990b-

920cc69de05f/Flyers%20HHO.pdf 

11:29:36 From  Rev'd Jamee  to  Everyone : Poster: 

https://dq5pwpg1q8ru0.cloudfront.net/2021/01/23/20/50/04/9eb1f454-301a-435a-8215-

5c94013ff5bd/Poster%20HHO.pdf 
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11:31:09 From  Leonie on Kombumerri country  to  Everyone : Could people post the flyer on their fb 

page is they feel comfortable 

11:31:23 From  Fleur to  Everyone : Good idea! 

11:31:48 From  Julie  to  Everyone : Perhaps have a digital copy in the newsletter as an “ad.” 

11:32:10 From  Fleur to  Everyone : What about a HHO Facebook page? 

11:32:35 From  Leonie on Kombumerri country  to  Everyone : There was a table at the cathedral where 

resources can be put eg our flyer 

11:34:11 From  Julie to  Everyone : I have also managed a parish’s Facebook page in the past. 

11:34:30 From  Leonie on Kombumerri country  to  Everyone : Instagram is a much used space 

11:34:45 From  Leonie on Kombumerri country  to  Everyone : perhaps more than fb these days 

11:34:47 From  Julie  to  Everyone : I am on Facebook too . 

11:34:54 From  Kathy to  Everyone : I currently admin a number of groups on Facebook, but am not 

comfortable with creating content for pages 

11:35:17 From  Leonie on Kombumerri country  to  Everyone : im an Insta gal 

11:35:58 From  Julie  to  Everyone : Discretion and care is needed. 

11:39:47 From  Julie  to  Everyone : Parting wondering.Presence at upcoming Synod?…. 

11:40:01 From  Kathy  to  Everyone : perhaps the first "open day" needs to be Brisbane parishes 

11:40:59 From  Leonie on Kombumerri country  to  Everyone : could be an annual open day 

11:42:28 From  Leonie on Kombumerri country  to  Everyone : finances 

11:42:41 From  Leonie on Kombumerri country  to  Everyone : a parting wonder 

11:43:18 From  Viki, Phil and Wiggles  to  Everyone : 6 weeks 

11:43:53 From  Julie  to  Everyone : August is fine . 

11:47:40 From  Julie  to  Everyone : Thank you . Truly inspiring. Blessings 


